Atomically dispersed Pd catalysts in graphyne nanopore: formation and reactivity.
The formation of single-atom noble metal catalysts on carbon materials remains a challenge due to the weak interaction between metals and pristine carbon. By means of density functional theory (DFT) calculations, it is found that the atomically dispersed Pd in graphyne nanopore is much more stable than that of relative Pd clusters. The large diffusion barrier of Pd from the most stable hollow site to the bridge site confirms the kinetic stability of such structures. While CO adsorption causes the pulling of Pd from graphyne nanopore due to the low diffusion barrier, based on DFT calculations, which can be further confirmed by ab initio molecular dynamic simulations. Finally, CO oxidation on the reconstruction of Pd@graphyne exhibits an energy barrier of 0.62 eV in the rate-limiting step through the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism. After the reaction, the catalyst can be restored to the original atomically dispersed state again. This study shows graphyne is an excellent support for an atomically dispersed or single-metal catalyst.